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AIR FLUX DUSTY 3800RDC-AF DUST EXTRACTOR - 400V 5PK

€987,60 (excl. VAT)

The Airflux Dusty 3800RDC-AF is a compact dust extractor with strong air flow, high capacity and low
noise. Thanks to these qualities the Dusty AF-5000-3 is ideally suited to be used in small workshops. The

powerful, 5HP motor guarantees a constant air flow, even after prolonged time of use. The patented,
curved blade impeller further heigthens the air flow capacity.

The most unique feature for this dust extractor is the reversible motor base, allowing for the hoses to be
connected coming from the top or the bottom. The Dusty AF-3800RDC dust collector is also equipped with

a bag hook system allowing a single person to quickly, and easily swap the waste bag.

SKU: AF-3800RDCT
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Airflux Dusty 3800RDC-AF is a compact dust extractor with strong air flow, high capacity and low noise.
Thanks to these qualities the Dusty AF-5000-3 is ideally suited to be used in small workshops. The powerful,

5HP motor guarantees a constant air flow, even after prolonged time of use. The patented, curved blade
impeller further heigthens the air flow capacity.

The most unique feature for this dust extractor is the reversible motor base, allowing for the hoses to be
connected coming from the top or the bottom. The Dusty AF-3800RDC dust collector is also equipped with a

bag hook system allowing a single person to quickly, and easily swap the waste bag.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Silent induction motor
Unique, reversible motor base Allows hose connection from top or bottom

Fibre filter bags
Bag hook allowing one person to easily swap waste bags

Magnetic safety switch
Mobile

Solid construction

DESCRIPTION

The Airflux Dusty 3800RDC-AF is a compact dust extractor with strong air flow, high capacity and low noise.
Thanks to these qualities the Dusty AF-5000-3 is ideally suited to be used in small workshops. The powerful,

5HP motor guarantees a constant air flow, even after prolonged time of use. The patented, curved blade
impeller further heigthens the air flow capacity. The most unique feature for this dust extractor is the reversible
motor base, allowing for the hoses to be connected coming from the top or the bottom. The Dusty AF-3800RDC
dust collector is also equipped with a bag hook system allowing a single person to quickly, and easily swap the

waste bag.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 95 kg

Dimensions 80 × 37 × 150 cm

Voltage 3 x 400V

Exhaust 180mm – 4x100mm

Air Speed 3660m³/h
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Ventilator 330mm

Noise level 80dB

Filter bag 510x1200mm

Bag 500x850mm


